SHELTER DISTRICT JACOBABAD MEETING MINUTES

29th October 2014, 11:30 hrs.

Venue: HANDS Office, Jacobabad

Shelter Cluster members can join the mailing list by going to www.shelterpakistan.org and following the link on the top of the page.

1. Opening and introductions:
   - Meeting started with quick round of introduction. Following organizations participated in meeting: SWG, HANDS, CRS, PREPARED, MRDP, SDP, IRD and ACTED.

2. Shelter / NFIs Working Group Update:
   - MIRA results and Severity UC ranking Sheet based on number of damages shares with organizations based in Punjab.
   - ARUP & CCCD first draft report will be share with SC partners till the mid of Nov, 2014.
   - Minor Damages reported during flood of 2014 in the kacha areas of district Kashmore and Ghotki.
   - Shelter working group still activate in the district Shikarpur, Kashmore and Jacobabad.
   - Provincial Meeting will be held in Sukkur in Nov, 2014 for final review of targets and achievement of 2012 shelter projects.
   - IOM and CWW Has completed their shelter projects now ACTED, HANDS, CRS still working on shelter projects in district Jacobabad.

3. Agencies updates:
   - ACTED: One room shelter project in UC- Logi and Balouchabad, total target 2960 shelters, Shelter material has distributed in both UCs, till date 921 shelters has completed and occupied by the beneficiaries, funded by DFID.
     **Action Point:** ACTED organization share that construction work is very slow because community is busy in harvesting of the rice crop.
     **Challenges:** Organization discusses shortage of the bamboo; even not in the good quality as well as season off that why not available in the market cause of the project delay.
   - HANDS: One room shelter project in UC- Qadirpur, Shirwah and Ranjhpur, total target 5500 shelters, till date 4000 shelters under construction phase out of them 1900 completed and occupied by the beneficiaries, funded by DFID.
     **Challenges:** shortage of the soil and due to rice crop season areas is water logged, mostly beneficiaries busy in harvesting and preparation. Some Security threats also prevail as well as community conflicts which cause delay of project.
   - PREPARED: One room shelter project in UC- Kot Jango, total target 2000 shelters, till to date registration of 1062 families have completed and remaining going on, support by CRS and Funded by OFDA.
Action Point: PREPARED Shared that as per selection criteria 1100 beneficiaries selected from UC Kot Jango, they requested Shelter Working Group to allocate another UC for remaining case.

4. Information Management.
   - All the active organizations requested to share updated 4W matrix with information management on monthly basis.

5. UC Prioritized for Early Recovery:
   - The UCs Prioritized by authorities and Shelter’s partners for early recoveries are UC - Din Pur, Miranpur, Ramzanpur, Garhi Chand and Mubarakpur, ThulNao, Jongal.

6. AOB
   - ACTED is also working on research base education project, have another project on maintenance of irrigation channels with the support of FAO, in six UCs of District Jacobabad.
   - ACTED have another project on Technical vocational training’s Centre on different trends for district Jacobabad, Shikarpur and Kashmore.
   - HANDS Organization working in the district on Education project, health project and community Mobilization project in the district.
   - HANDS working in the district on integrated project of DRR and livelihood and wash, pilot project started from district Jacobabad will be implement in remaining four district of Northern Sindh.
   - SDP organization working in the district, Shikarpur no such project at this time some discussion going on for district shikarpur detail will share after confirmation.
   - MRDP Organization working in the district, on education project with the support of National Education Foundation and skill development centre and they are planning to start the computer centre.
   - CRS Working in the Education project with their local IPs CDF in UC-balouchabad District Jacobabad.
   - The next Shelter Meeting will be held on 26th November 2014 at 11:30@hrs at DC office Jacobabad.
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